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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Origin£!~ Problem: Through teaching individual lessons, 
instructing ensanbles and studmt teaching at Breckinridge Tralning 
School of Morehead State College, Morehead, Ky., arrl thro~ teaching 
bani at Morehead High School while pursuing graduate study, the 
author has been in a fortunate and unique position to observe the 
reactions of a oonsiderable number of his students to the various 
clarinet instruction books which were in use. Many different WJ)es 
of method books have be m used by the writer in the giving of in-
struction. A variance in rerults ani a great deal of imividual dif-
ference to each method has been noted. From tbase eJtperimces a 
de.finite need for 1:he evaluation of instrum:mtal instructicnal material 
bas b een f'el t. Because of the scope of t his subject and since the 
author is intimately associated with the clarinet through playing 
and teaching experience, this instrunent along with methods of study 
for it are being used as a basis for this stlldy. However, princi-
ples set forth concerning selection of method books for clarinet are 
applicable to any type of instrurental instruction book. 
Purpose of t he Stlldy: The primary purpose of t his S'bldy i s 
to evaluate initial methods of study for the clarinet. The secon:iary 
purpose, though not secondary i n importance, i s to bring forth and 
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make knCMil many ideas oonceming the teaching of clarmet which have 
been derived from personal observations along with aids which shou.ld 
be more wide:cy used in elemmtary instrumsntal instruction in the 
fonn of a proposed Teacher's Guide for Elementary Clarinet .. 
The Problen: The problem then is twofold: To evaluate elementary 
clarinet methods with siggestions for revision, an:i to present ideas 
and aids in the form of a guide for the :instrucwr af elementary 
clarinet .. 
CHAPTER II 
PRINCIPLES IN CLASS INSTRUCTION 
Because of the time £actor the :instrunental teacher in the public 
schools today, with few exceptions, uses th:l class m:lthod of instru.c-
tioo. The very great increase in tre nUIJDer of children who study 
lllllsic in the pub1.ic schools has, during the past q.iarter-century, 
led directly to the developnent of the idea of class instruction in 
those perfonnance skills previously taught cnly in tre private lesson. 
In very few areas today does the instIUnerrtal program in the piblic 
schools depend upon private instruction. Band instructors 'Who have 
a siccessf'ul program in effect have little time to devote to the giving 
of private lessons. Private lessons by most progressive bani directors 
are given only if teachers are not available ( such as for double reed 
instruneits or, in rome cases, to supplement 1:he director's salary. 
Many reasons are given by recognized authorities strengthening the 
argullr3nt for class instruction. Comroonting upon this development, 
Maddy and Giddings state: 
Class instruction has been adopted as the most efficient 
and economical way to teach all academic subjects. It has been 
applied to music teaching, however, ally during recent years 
and has proved to be the most efficient and economical w3r to 
teach all bramhes of l'lllsic as well as academic subjects. 
1J • E. Maddy an:i T. P. Giddings{ Instrumental Class Teaching 
(Cincinnati: Willis Music Co., 19 ~ J, p. 4. 
Borrowing f:rom the sue cesful classroom teacher, Normann lists 
ten basic ideas for grcnp music instruction: 
l. Plan each lesson oo t..liat the child will feel that he is 
making definite progress • 
2. Present drills in such a manner that the child will 
clearly see that they answer a definite technical need. 
Give s'bldents opportunity to be heard individually. 
3. Encourage the child to -think in tenns of rhythmic am 
phrase uni ts rather than isolated notes, for JIDlSic is 
essentially flow or progression. 
4. Enliven the class period in order not to strain the 
attention span of the child. Vary routine to secure 
concentration on the particular problem. 
5. Use the "singing approach."' Rote teaching airl the use 
of syllables bridge the gap between vocal oocperience 
ani instru~ntal class work. 
6. Imitative drill am rote teaching encourages listeni.ng 
to one's self am thus is conducive to self-appraisal. 
7. Music should be kept within the limits of the stu:ient1 s 
ability. Assign plenty of easy material. 
8. Keep evecy child busy. Keep 'them pl¢ng. 1bis entails 
wells planned lessons. 
9. Don't waste ti.me in talking. A well-planned lesson is 
the solution to this problem also. 
10. Guard against too IIDlch unnecessary explanation. Let 
the children think out their own solutions to diffi-
culties whenever possible.2 
In addition to these technical or professional considerations, 
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class instruction offers several unique advantages over the private 
lesson. One of fue ioost important of these is the developnent of a 
wholesome social outl.ook. Hur sell speaks of mu.sic as a social activi ty.3 
2Toeodore No:rniann, Instrumental Music in the Public Schools, 
(Philadelphia: Oliver Ditson Co., 1941) pp:-'l.>0-152. 
3James Mursall, Human Values in Music Education (New York: 
Silver Burdett Co., 19)4Jpp. 135-IoB quoted in Nonnann, Op. cit. 
P• 35. 
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Because the srudent is constanl:,ly playing either oolo or ensemble per-
formances, he is likely to develop DDlCh more rapidly that sense of 
ease in public which is difficult to develop in the private lesson 
even though recitals may be given periodically. Cooperation DDlSt 
also of necessity be developed in class instruction where pl¢ng 
together is one of the first essentials to be learnro. The cost of 
private lessens, sometimes actually beyorrl the means of an indulgent 
parerrt, is practically eliminated in class instruction since the teacher 
is anployed by the school-system usually on a full-time basis or at 
least receives a definite salary far his ~Ii<:. The developioont of 
the band or orchestra, the integration of previous training and the 
maintenance of interest all can be achieved by the class method of 
instruction. It is agreed that some sacrifice of techniq.1es mq 
ensue from group training l:nt the otter values compensate in part, at 
least, for any such defection. 
The following psychological principles underlying the learning 
processes in msic have been set forth by Seashore: 
'fflll.VE RULES FOR WFICIENT LEARNING IN MJSIC 
l. Select your field of interest. 
2. Intend to learn. 
3. Trust the first impression. 
4. Classify: learn by thinking. 
5. Cultivate concrete imagery. 
6. Build larger and larger units. 
7. Practice only by recall. 
8. Rest economically. 
9. Recognize what is learned am express it in action. 
10. Review :in cycles. 
11. Build each mw acq.iisi tion into a habit. 
12. Learn at your am level. 4 
It is obvious that there are none of Seashore• s "Twelve Rules 
for Efficient Learning in Music 11 which cannot be applied as readily 
in cl.asses as in private lessons. It seems reasonable to conclude, 
therefore, that, as the class method o£ instruction appears to meet 
the criteria of Normann aIXi Seashore, the class 100tmd o£ teaching 
is both pedagogically arrl psychologically sourrl. 
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Within the class itself, three basic a:mcepts of procedure are 
often encountered. The first is rather :inflexible in that each 
silldent has a definite assignment at each class meeting, with each 
meeting becomiil5 actu~ a supervised rehearsal. The second concept 
of class instruction allows more latitude in that the class may be 
broken into groups which perform for the entire class or work on 
certain problems to present to the cl.ass as a whole . In thj_s type 
of procedure the contribution of each individual is stressed arrl 
interesting discussions prorooted. The third ccncept oonsists of a 
definite coo.rse of study which is set up by the instructor and ad-
ministered by qualified silldent assistants. This method of cJa ss-
room approach to instrwoontal instruction is Jr act.iced in many 
larger school systems in which the band instructor is of ten in charge 
of the instrwoontal progran in several elementary sdlools as well as one or 
4carl E. Seashore, (P~cholof. af Music (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc. , 19 38), pp.50-l5 • -
more high schools. This ~tan enables students to gain teaching 
e:xperien:::e and has the further advantage of making it possible for 
beginners to start at marly any ti.me during the year rather than 
with each rew semester. 
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Cl!APTER III 
OBJECTIVES OF '1H E 
INSTmJ11ENTAL MUSIC CLASS 
Objectives alv~s pose a problem in the minds of _persons er.gaged 
in the teaching profession. What shall I teach? What am I trying to 
accomplish? Is it beneficial to fue student? These are some of the 
q.,.estions whidl come into mini when the teacher thinks of objectives. 
The instrul!J:lntal teacher must also think in tenns of objectives. 
Donald Norton has said that the efficient director as.{s himself, 
ano I have time, ar:rl is it worthwhile?,u5 
Normann lists five e:iucational contributions which nnsic makes 
to the secco:lar.y- school studai t. With the exception of the first, 
all might make the same contribltion to the elementary student: 
1. lfu.sic facilitates the transition from elenentar.r to 
seoondar.y- school. 
2. Instru.m:mtal music helps to provide for individual 
differences. 
J. Instrumaital music meets the needs of the aiolescent. 
4. Instnuoontal nusic lays a foumation for vocational 
training for those with talent and interest. 
5. Instrunental music is an aid in social adjustloont. 6 
5nonald B. Norton, 11Enriching Instrumental Music S'b.ldy,• 
Music Fducator•s Journal, Vol. xxxv:rn, (April-May, 1952)., P• 25. 
~ormann., Op. cit., PP• 82-85. 
These are only a few of many contributions which instrumental 
msic makes to the student. From the Music Eilcation Source Book 
some specific aims are listed: 
1. To provide el anentary instruction on instruments, so 
that the student may enlarge his ability to express 
himself through solo or ensenble performame. 
2. To adapt the proper instrument to each individual per-
former. 
3. To assist in detennini.ng the advisability of the pupil's 
continu.ir€ in instrumental work. 
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4. To develop interest to a point where the individual might 
desire private instruction . 
5. To develop correct habits of ensemhl. e playing • 
6. To provide an opport.inity far the individual as a member 
of a group to overcome sane of the technical difficulties 
of playing an instrument, which might be discouraging if 
attanpted by himself alone. 7 
JamES 1'1ursell states further: 
Tm aim of teaching of art and music in our sdlools 
is not to turn out professional artists and llllsicians •• • • 
After all, our behavior ld. th respect to works of art is 
only a very smtll fragment of the rum total of our lives. 
Ani practically the entire range of human activity is in-
stinct vdth aesthetic possibilities.8 
Brooks and Brown present two specific goals for instrumElltal music: 
Goals in instrwoontal music: 
1. Ability to use instruments as a means of musical expression 
arrl with satisfaction in sich experience. 
2. Ability to hardle with manipulative skill sich musical ins-
truments as are used.9 
7110yd w. King, Missouri at Wolk on the Public School Curriculum, 
Secondary School Seri es-Fire Aris 7JiineB.~a, (Jeff eroon City, Mo.: 
Midland Printing Co . , 19Ll), P • 69, quoted in Music Frlucation Source 
Book edited by Hazel.Morgan, (Chicago: M. E. N. C., 1947), P• 72. 
8James L. Mursell, Art F.ducation Toruv, 1937, P• 2-5, quoted in 
Nusic F.ducators Journal, vol. XXXVIII, No. 2, (Nov.-Dec. 1951, P • 42. 
9Marian B. Brooks and Harry A. Brown, Music F.ducati. on in the 
El.ementa:zy School, (New York: American Book Co., 1946), p.~1r. 
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It is, therefore, not the primazy purpose of the music educator, 
particularly the inst:roJOOntal teacher, to procbce professional musi-
cians but rather to bring llllsic to as ma.iv indivmuals as possible 
and to prcxiuce perfonners having DD1Sicianship even though they may 
not be outstazdi.ng technicians on their instruments. Maey things 
besides techniqie must be taught to prospective instrumentalists. 
This point is well illustrated by another statanait by Norton: 
It is my opinion that theory, harmony, nusic history 
an:i conducting can am should be taught to f!Very instru-
mental music sfudent; that time spent incorporati.ng these 
rubjects into the beginning student's instrumental class, 
the baid or orchestra rehearsal, or the sectional rehearsal 
is t~ well spent, which will produce better performers 
who are, m the true sEnse of the word, nru.sicians .10 
Swmning up these objectives, one might ccnclude that the ob-
jective of the instrumental class is to provide elanentary instruc-
tion on a suitable instrument in a sociable and :interesting at..lws-
phere. The modem nusic Educator is striving first to make musical 
experience pl easant for t he child and later, through these pleasant 
experiencE;S, to foster a reasonable amount of understanding in the 
child. Incentive to leam is one of the elanents of successful in~ 
stro.ct'i.on. Only by pleasing nusical experiences can a student oope 
to gain this incentive. 
CllAPTER IV 
THE THREE TYPES OF msmUMENTAL 
INSTWCTION 
In the past, private teachers have clai.me::i that public school 
instrunimtal instruction has encroached upcn their especial field. 
Tbese claims, in most cases, have been unjust and uSlally in such 
instances the private teacher does not umerstand the objectives of 
public school instrw:iimtal instruction. Prescott sgys on this sub-
ject: 
The private teachers aim is to create l!D.lsicians and to 
teach skill to the gifted fm, tbair wrk is intensive. 
On the other hand, the school music teachers aim 1P awaken 
an interest ancng a1.l pupils, to create an appreciation of 
fine nusic am to use instru.nental music as a means to these 
ends; their worlc is extensive. The school music teacher 
is happy when he furls a gifted pupil to pass on to the 
private teacher, but ha insists that all talented students 
mall mve an oppor'bl.nity to stuiy same instruments.ll 
The Three Types: The three -cy-pes of instrunental instruction 
are uaially thooght of as; 1. private instruction; 2. class in-
struction U!'ing homogemous grouping and 3. class instruction using 
bateroge~ous grouping. These types are often called by other names 
such as individual., .. like instrt.llm:3nts 11 and ensemble band class. 
lloerald R. Prescott ani Lawrence u. Chidester, ~ Results 
~ School Bands, (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc. 193~ 19-20. 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of ~ ~: 
1. Private Instruction: For developing a proficient solo perfonner 
with fine technique, tone and the other essentials necessaiy for a 
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viriuooo, private instruction is unequalled. More advanced students 
in baoos and orchestras mould be encouraged to take pr ivate lessons 
with competent teachers. Roivever, the beginning mstrumentalist prob-
ably will progress as rapidly um.er either -cype of class instruction 
as urrler private instruction. Mark Hi.rrlsley has said: 
Private instruction is most effective in that no ti.me 
is lost by the student during the lessons, but nearly every-
thing that is taught duri~ the lesson may be taight to a 
large grrup of students on the same mstrument with the same 
amount of time on the part of the teacher. Any class methcxi, 
however, minimizes tre amount of attention that m;;zy- be given 
a:ey in:lividual-attention ldlich is occasionally necessary, am 
which should be borrowed fran the private teaching method.12 
The cost of the private lesson ney or r:ra.y not be a factor in the 
Illllsical education of the child. If the re.rent can afford private 
teach:iIJg, the talented student usually has the lessons he desires, 
and supplements his private work with e:xperiemes in the school's 
classes, a most desirable combination. If, however, the parent cannot 
well afford private lessons, arrl makes undue sacrifices to give them 
to his child, one must consider carefully whether or not the private 
lesson really is justified. 
It cannot be denied that private instrumental :instruction offers 
certcrl.n advantages not to be gained by class instruction; however, 
mazzy- who agree with Hindsley an:i also advocate the class method 
believe that these advantages ( ruch as more individual attenticn, 
more extensive teaching of techniques arrl the abili v to improvise 
12muk H. Hirrlsleyr, School Bani and Orchestra Administration, 
(New York: Boosey & Hawkes, Inc091io,") P• 26. f 
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ard interpret solo literature more fully) can be almost as effectivaly 
taught in the schools by a competent teacher in like inatruroont class 
grrups and to some degree in the mixed class. 
2. Homogeneous Grouping: The grouping of q'like instruments" ( all 
cormts, all clar:inets) has become very pop.ilar in recent years and 
has bew adop~ by pranimnt private teachers particularl.y in the 
field of piano instruction. This method of teaching combines many of 
the advantages of private instruction with some of the features of 
the mixed grouping. In aich a class, peculiarities of the particular 
instrumant being taught can be eJCJ;)lained fully 'Without fear of con-
.fusion. The factor of time-saving 'With its resultant lowering of 
costs is apparent in this sort of instruction. Prescott and Chidester 
call the homogeneous plan the most desirable: 
The most desirable plan for class lessons is that 
known as the homoge?Jaous or segregated class •••• The 
main argument in favor of the separate class is that 
the players on one instrument do not have to remain idle 
while the furrlamentals of another instrument are being 
danonstrated; all are stu:lying common problems ( see No. 8 
of Normann• s criteria in Chapter II)..... small classes of 
like instIUIOOnts permit a judicious combination of indi-
vidual attention and ensemble performance .13 
Prescott an::l Chidester further state bluntly: 
It is impossible to fonnulate a set of exercises 
which will be applicable to every instrument. Therefore, 
any methcd that attenpts to teach other than like in-
strwoonts is bound to face an abnormal situation.14 
It is the author• s opinion that homogeneous instruction is by far 
the best .pproach to the teach~ of instrumental nnisic at the elementa-
ry stage of training, This method of having like instruments in a 
13prescott, op. cit., PP• 53-54. 
l4Ibid., P• 53. 
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class is in a sense a liberator of the teacher. The sane pedagogical 
ptinciples may be applied as in any other class, but the teaching of 
technicpes becanes a more simple problem. The wr:i.. ter has used this 
method in classes o:f fran two to six with apparently satisfactory re-
sults. Beyond six., however, it is diffimlt to give the needed indi-
vidual attention. The advantage of indiv:idual attaition is notice-
ably reduced if cl.asses are of too short duration of time. Half-hour 
periods proved to be mst sat~factory in the author's classes. 
Duri~ and after the intennediate stages of technical develop-
ment, private lessons mould be anphasized by the teacher because at 
this time the building of techniq.ie is more satisfactorily accomplished 
by private sb.idy. 
Probably the chief, or most widespread objection to homogeneous 
grouping comes from the administrator or from the instructor himself 
vino often finis it very dif,t'icult to find a p eri.od when players of 
like instruments can meet. Another objection occasionally encountered 
is that of the limited ensanble e:,q,erierx:e provided. Hindsley has 
answered_ this last objection: 
During a period in which the silldents are mgaged in 
work on technical prcblems which per.-tain largerly only to 
a single instrummt or to a group of instrumems, they 
should be taight in classes of that instrument or grrup; 
when they have acquired. a certain technic which will enable 
tmm to devote most of their atteltion to making music 
within the limits of that techni.c, then it is not only 
proper bit advantageous to mmbine them 'With pl~rs of 
otmr instruments who have accpired the §ane techni.c through 
the study of their particular problems .1., 
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Hindsley thus advocates a oombi.nation of both harnogenecus arrl 
mterogeneous grouping in class instruction. 
If the director can rolve his scheduling problan and at the 
same time provide a flexible program along with an adequate method 
book, the homogeneous plan is probably the best. 
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J. Heterogeneous Grouping: The third md last plan for class in-
struction may be sub-divided into two parts, nanely , family grouping 
am the mixed ensemble or bard class. The family grouping method 
places all instruments of the saroo "family" such as brass, woodwind, 
strings and percussion into me class. In the mixed ensenble or band 
or orchestra group, the usual band or orchestral instruments are 
placed together. One other plan sometimes used should be nentioned 
in this category; this plan is called by various names with probably 
the m:>st descriptive being the '~rholesale"' method. In this method 
all instruments including the strings, are placed _in one group. 
This obviously, has very little merit alXl should be avoided ii' possible. 
The band or enaanble grouping idea is a w:idely approved methcxi 
of instruction because the gra~ of ensemble pl¢ng becomes ea~. 
Complete musicianship can be taught cnly in ruch a grouping. (Musi-
cian ship denotes skill in music • ) The necessary habit of li steni.ng 
to insure proper intonation is best taight in the mixed group . To 
be sire, intonation can be taight even in th e private lesson by 
listening to a fixed tone and matching it rut to secure accurate 
intonation over the entire range of the instrument and to develop 
conceptions of tone color in the student, the student shouJrl. be a 
Ill:lmber of a heterogeneous group. 
l5Himsley, Op. cit., P• 29. 
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Enseiwle litera-tnre can be used to advantage when family grouping 
is used.. A large woodwind or brass class can use quartet, quintet or 
other canbinations effectively by having two, three or more pl¢ng 
from a single part. Such ensenble playing produces oome very inter-
esting ani pleasing effects and p roVides a method of featuring a 
whole section of the band or orchestra in concert. Much contemporary 
literature livens am has unsuspected r.i.cbness if the wh:>le choir of 
inatruments can be used. 
The psychological urge of gregariousness 'Hhi.ch is especially 
noticeable in the adolescei t, is satisfied by the student; whm par-
ticipating in a bard or orchestra. Better fulfillment of this 
11desire to bel.ong-u will be frund in few other activities. 
Satisfactory re silts Illc\1 be secured by the heterogenecns grouping 
re1hod if a capable instructor m.d a sourrl method book is used.. 
Prescott describes the bani grouping methoi as follOW's: 
The .full band method provides an opportunity for 
varying drill processes, for teaching dynamics, ensemble, 
balance, tempi, form. and i nstrurental timbre •••• Such a 
oourse is usually based. on familiar song litera-tnre am 
is taight from a melodic and rhythmic approach.16 
16prescott, op. cit., PP• 52-53. 
ClIAPTER V 
THE CLARINET IN RELATION TO 
THE THREE TYP:ES OF INSTRUCTION 
The clarinet plqs a varioo. role in instrumental music. In 
the orchestra it is one of a group of 11color11 instruments. In bands 
it is said by some to be the equivalent of the st.rings of the Ol'-
chestra, which is probably true in the sense that in many transcrip-
tions for bani from orchestral scores the clarinets plq violin 
parts. (Ac1llally it hard:cy" supplants the violin and it is the au-
thor's contention that it is not intended to do ao.) In the modem 
band the clarinet usually serves a dual function; first, as a color 
instrument (color here is defined as instrumental timbre;) an:l sec-
ond, as a founiation of the woodwim choir. (I1ore original music 
for barrl will make this furotion more easily fulfilled.) 
Because of its peculiarities in embouchure, differences of 
fingerings in different registers ard control problems of the high 
register, the clarinet is one of the more difficult instruments to 
teach. Any facility or ease of playing the clarinet rarely comes 
with less that three years of study ani above average skill (musi.-
cianship) comes only With years of intensive practice and work. 
Advanced technical skill rarely is bull t without some recourse to 
private inst.ruction. The relation of the clarinet to private study 
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then is one of necessity in intermediate or advanced work rut a rela-
tionship that should be carefully managed to secure the most important 
aim of instrumental s'hldy which is musicianship. (Musicianship in this 
study is considered to be m:>re than average skill in music . ) Private 
:rethod books rucb as the Klose methcd am the Langenus methcd which are 
evaluated in this study may be used to advantage by the instructor as 
a suppelement to class instruction. 
On the elementary level, successful and adequate teaching of the 
clarinet m,v be accomplished by the class approach with several srudents 
in a class. Techniques and other in:iividual problems present no great 
difficulties since :in all probability these problems will be camnon 
to the cl ass as a whole. In such a class arrangement the occasional, 
unique problem can readily be solved since a reasonable amrunt of time 
for. in:liv:i.dual attention is available. A considerable amount of mate-
rial may be covered in sich a class and many types of ensernbl es can be 
woiked out as well as adecµate solo e:xperience . Maintenance ani care 
of the clarinet can be taught I1Dre meaningfully in a group situation. 
More different types and cµali ties of instruments will be available 
to the students for scrutiny. Differences of all description such 
as mouthpiece facings, general intonation of instruments, tone cµal-
ity and even the controversial subject of vibrato may be brought up 
in a beginner• s class devoted to the · srudy of clarinet. In private 
study many of these things are rare],¥ discussed because there is no 
basis for compariscn. 
As soon as atf ficient technic;µe is evident in a group of begin-
ning clarinetists, ensemble woik should begin. When material of the 
type needed is not readily available I1Bny instructors arrange material 
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which will be suitable. On the basis of two half-hour periods a 
week, ensemble work may be initiated as roon as the fourth week arrl 
should be started usually no later than the sixth week of instruction. 
If the beginners are started initially in a heterogeneous group, the 
ensemble e:xperi.ence -will begin almost immediately although svpplemen-
tary material other than ordinary bani literature should be used. 
The Clarinet as the Basic Woodw:i.rrl: In many schools, the cla-
rinet is used as a foumation or prereq.iisite for the study of other 
woodw:i.rrl instrwoonts. A solid basis in tbe fundamentals of the clar-
inet with its easier embouchure provides a better founiation on which 
to blild further study. Transfer to the sa:xophone , bass clarinet and 
to the other single reed instruments is very easily accomplished 
while students who wish eventually to study double reed instrun:ents 
urually progress faster if they ha:ve had basic training on the cla-
rinet. Only the flute of the woodwind family is begun directly 
without transfer because of differences in embouchure, breath support 
and tone production. ( The French horn is not considered a woodwind 
instrunent in this discussion.) The B-flat clarinet, therefore, :may 
be considered as the furrlanimtal instrunent to be used in training 
the woodwind section regardless of the method of instruction. 
CHAPTER VI 
CRITERIA AND BASES FOR THE 
EVALUATION OF METHOD BOOKS 
Need ~ Evaluation: Different types, styles and techniques 
for instruction in the instrurental field are being introduced 
every )'\3ar. Tm novice band instructor, nethods classes in colleges 
and universities and the private teacher are continually being made 
aw-are of new rethod books. A methcxl book suitable to every smdent 
am to the tenperament and ideas of every instructor wculd be ideal. 
Un.forrunately this siinati.on can never ex:i.st unless, and this would 
appear to be highly unlikely, some standardization of inst.ruction 
might be estahlished. Each teacher has his own unique plan for 
teaching which results in nany different avenues o1' approach to the 
funiamental task, in this instance, that of teaching and producing 
satisfactory clarinetists. This fact in itself poses a difficult 
problem for the piblisrer. As one can readily see, selection of 
proper material for instruction is one of the most important tascs 
o1' the instrummtal teacher. In order to secure m.axLnnnn res..ilts 
with his program the progressive band instructor must learn to evalu-
ate carefully arJY material used. Haphazard or trial and error type 
of' selection can prove both cos~ to the school-system arrl injurious 
to the sindents an:l to the training program. 
2l 
Material to be Evaluated: The method books which are evaluated 
in this study are six standard, widely used and accepted methods. 
Two are devised for private instruction, al though they might be 
adapted to homogeneous grouping. Three are designed for use in pri-
vate, class or full bani :instruction. Ore of the methods is interned 
to be used as an individual or class :instruction book. Grouped in 
these classifications they are: 
Private Methods: 
H. Klose, Celebrated Method .for the Clarinet, edited and revised 
by Sim.eon Belli son, (New Yo:dc: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1946) 
Gustave Langenus, Complete Method for the Boehm Clarinet, Part I, 
(New York: Carl Fischer, Inc., l923) 
Private, Class~ Full Band Methods: 
Fred Weber, Belw~ Elementa9t Band Method: _!!,-Flat Clarinet, 
(New Yorl<: Belwm, Inc., 19 ~ 
Maurice D. Taylor, ~ Sinps t.o the Band: _!!-Flat Clarinet, 
(NewYorl<: Mills Music, c .,"'T9j9J 
Claide Smith, Paul Yoder and Harold Bachman, Smith-Yoder-Bachman 
Ensemble Bani Method: B-Flat Clarinet, ( Chic°ago": Neil A. Kjos 
Music Co.~39) 
Individual or Class Method: 
Milo W. Hovey, Rubank Elerrentary Method for Clarinet, (Chicago: 
Rubank, Inc., 1933) -
Establishing Criteria: In establishing criteria as a basis for 
evaluaticn of the method books :in qiestion, the author has sel acted 
several recognized leaders in the public school music field as his 
authorities. Besides these established criteria certai.n other factors 
noted from the experience in teaching clar:inet by the author will 
be used. The ccmbination of these criteria mto logical form fQr the 
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evaluation of the net.hods will be accomplished by the use of several 
tables.. In many instances the criteria used will apply to a:cy in-
strumental instruction book; however, certain features encountered. 
exclusively in clarinet rethods are given. 
Recognized Cri teri.a: Norrnam says that two things immediateJ.¥ 
concern the young 1TUsician: ·•'First, he wants to play genuine music; 
second, he desires that his progress be noticeably forward" • • • • 17 
Normann states further: 
The teacher of instrumental classes, if he is careful 
in the choice of his material, will general]¥ base his se-
lection upon three factors: (1) Is the method interesting 
in approach? ( 2) Does it develop problems in a logical 
order? ( J) Is tba ph;ysical make-up of the book in propor-
tion to its cost?l8 
The first bro of these criteria are often thought of as being 
basic in the sel a::tion of method books. The thiztl factor mEl'ltioned 
by Normann is sometimes overlooked. by the teacher, These three 
factors of interest, logical order ani durability are recognized. as 
being of prime jmportarx:e in the selection of a method book an:i 
because of this, three of the tables will be headed: Logical arrange-
ment, Provision for Interest and Physical Make-up while tba fourth 
will deal wl th Content. 
In order to be interesting, an instruction book should contain 
enough easy material so that the child may move forward and yet not 
progress too rapidly in technical studies. A common fault of a number 
of method books is that technical progress is much too rapid for the 
ability of the average student. Some nethods alro "jump around;' that 
17Nonn.ann, Op . cit., P• 1.58 • 
18rbid., PP• 1$8-161. 
is, ccnsideration of new technical problems succeed one another so 
rapidly that the new lesson is introduced before the old one has 
been properly assimilated. It has been the author' s problem in the 
past year to try to re-train a nu:nber of students ltlo were not suf-
.:f'i ciently groumed in the .furdamentals of their instrwoontal work. 
Cases of this nature are time-oonsumers which might never have 
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occured if a more considered approach had been used in the foundational 
progran. For exanple, one student, speciously having eight years of 
training, professed ignorance of any of the alternate fingerings 
which usually are t8llght in the second year of training. No kna1iledge 
of what constituted a correct tone was evident in this case; also 
f\u:dmoontals of theory an:l sight-reading were lacking. A certain 
amount of technique was evident which proves that, in all probability, 
a methcxi book stressing teohniqies had been used at the elementary 
level. 
Generalizing on the instructional litera'b.lre now being published, 
Prescott and Chidester say: 
With so many theories prevalent as to the proper 
approach for beginners it is no wonder that the market 
is :Cl.coded with instruction books. Some of these books 
can be used in arr:, type of class less::m, in .f'ull band 
approach and even in the private lesson plan. The 
exercises are graded and usually written in unison or 
harmonized. Many of them are based on familiar song 
literature, which is a common prooedtre for u ti.lizing 
lmmrledge absorbed in the earlier grades. Each new 
oong or exercise presents nEW technical problems.19 
Prescott and Chidester specify the following essentials for a 
beeinning method book: 
1. General instruction ar:d information pertaining to the 
care and use of tbe instrument. 
l9prescott, op. cit., P• 59 
2. Pictorial presentati.an of hand, wrist ani embouchure po-
sitions. 
3. An accurate and canplete fingering chart. 
4. Correct starting tones. 
5. Thorough and logical presentation of the :fu.manentals. 
6. All material progressively arranged in teachable oroer. 
7. Musical md melodious exercises. 
8. Exercises to develop the use of all practical fingerings. 
9. Preferred fingerings freely indicated. 
10. Interesti~ am sti.:mulating procedure. 
11. Simple and concise staterents in footnotes explaining 
to pupils and teacher wey drill is nooessary on the 
funiamentals stressed. 
12. Supplementary material for indiv:idual probl ans. 
13. Several exercises in the book -which can be p~ed by all 
instruroonts togethel'--to give full band eJiperience. 20 
The cmclude: 
. In general we can conclude tba.t the method book is 
not al-important; it shwld be chosen to fit the type of 
class used, and the instructor should ba.ve confidence in 
its efficiency aid thoroughness. A oombinaticn of two 
beginning method books may even be advisable.21 
Author• s Criteria: It has beEn the author• s privilege over the 
past several years to observe and note connnents made by fellow students 
preparing to teach instru.mmtal music in the public schools ani to 
listen to observations made by band directors relative to methcxi 
books. From these COlllm3Iiis md from t.he author• s teaching experience 
certain additional cri ten.a stand out which might be added to those 
already listed. 
2()Ibid • , p • 59 • 
2l.Ibid., P• 59 • 
The factor of physical makeup listed by Nonnann arrl empha-
sizing cost and durability are very often overlookErl. Grade of paper, 
design, size of print, fonna.t arrl general durability must be con-
sidered. 
The material containa:l in the book is, of course, of primary 
importame but it is the ai thor1 s opinion that too much emphasis 
has been placed upon the popular melody or familiar 'blne when plan-
ning instruction books. Agreed that something f aniliar is necessary 
to foster interest, nevertheless, the writer's e:xperience has shown 
that technicp. es, skills and their resultant musicianship are ve-ry-
often sacrificed for the sake of a familiar melody. For example, 
"'playing by ear" often results when too much emphasis is placed on 
the familiar. Even though familiar tunes may be used to anphasize 
a particular rhythm or technique, very often the student has his 
own interpretation of the melody and regardless of the anphasi.s 
.mich the teacher has placed upon playing the song in 09rrect meter, 
the student will invariably play it as he has beard or learned it 
previously. Melodious exercises must be imluded in method books 
and can be incorporated with some familiar melodies without over-
enphasis and the resultant waste of effort on the part of the instruc-
tor. 
Fingering charts cansti'blte another problem of selection, i . e . 
in two of tre six books evaluated in tbi s study, a summary glance at 
the fingering charts finds an uncommon, difficult and out-of-rune 
fingering for first line F.-Flat or D-Sharp as the first or preferred 
fingermg, as rec~ized by teachers and virtuosos. 
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Soma other things that might be placed convenimtly in a metrod 
oook would be pictorial fingering charts (no doo.bt this wruld increase 
the cost of the book,) listings of recordings of the particular in-
strument, illustrations of famous performers on the instrum:mt (this 
should be very attractive and interesting to beginners in the lower 
grades,) arrl more use of the classics to develop a :fuller appreciation 
of finer music and :further emphasis on basic theory ( this is almost 
entirezy lacking in maey books . ) 
Summary EI_ Criteria: 
The criteria to be used in the fallowing Chapter may be summa-
rized as follows: 
The general criteria are: interesting approach, logical order 
and physical make-up. 
The specific criteria are the care ani use of the instrument, 
picillres of hand, wrist arrl embouchure positions, complete fingering 
chart, correct starting tones, interesting arrl logical presentation 
in progressive order, nru.sical exercises developing practical finger-
ings which are freely irxlicated, concise footnotes, adequate supplemen-
tary material and exercises playable by all instruments. 
.. 
CHAPTER VII 
OOMPARI: SON TO CRITERIA 
Tie present chapter is devoted to comparison of the six standard 
methods used in this stndy with the reco~ized criteria which were 
established in the preceding chapter. Presentation of this comparison 
will be accomplished by means of four tables. 
The criteria as established by Nozmann, Prescott and Chidester 
have been classified unier several headings. These four classifica-
tions fonn the titles of the tables. For the most part the tables 
are self-explanatory; however, subseqient explanation will follow each 
table. On the left of each table recognized features which should be 
fouzrl in method books are indicated. Mo st of the points listed u.rxier 
the heading, Feature, are the recognized criteria. Whenever the 
author• s criteria are used, an explai.ation establishing the furJia-
mental involved is given. The tables are headed: Table I, Content; 
Table II, Logical Order; Table III, Interest arrl Table IV, Physical 
Makeup. 
Summary of Table I: 
As shown in Table I., four of the siX methods contained instruc-
tion concerning the care and use of the instrumtnt. In two ( Easy Steps 
and Rubank) this featnre is entirely lacking. The second featnre, 
that of pictorial presentation of harrl, wrist and embouchure positions, 
FEATURE 
BELWIN 
EL™ffiTARY 
l. General Yes. 
instruction P• 2 
on the use 
and care of 
instrument. 
2. Pictorial None 
' 
3. Accurate, Yes. 
complete fin- P• 3 
gering cha.rt. Not 
4. Exercises Yes. 
to develop 
all practical 
fingering. 
-
TABLE I 
CONTENT 
TITLE: ME'IHOD BOOK 
F.ASY RIJBANK SYB 
STEPS ELEMENTARY MEI'HOD 
None None Opposite 
P• 17 on 
fingering 
chart. 
Yes. None Yes. Opp-
osite p. 
17 on fin-
gering 
chart. 
Yes. Yes. Yes. In 
P• 1 Separate center of 
Not sheet book. Is 
Complete. crowded; 
tenis 
therefore 
to be con-
fusing 
Yes. Yes. Yes. 
Limited 
in nu.m-
ber 
KLOSE LANGEWS 
PRIVATE PRIVATE 
Yes. Yes. 
P• 7-8 PP• IV-:X 
Yes. Yes . 
P• 6 P• VII 
None on 
embouch-
ure. 
Yes. Yes. 
Separate Separate 
sheet. sheet. 
Yes. Yes. 
TABLE I (Continued) 
FEA'.IURE TITLE: METHOD BOOK 
BELW'IN F.ASY mJBANK SYB KLOSE LANGENUS 
1.'T "'""'TTIIRV STEPS ELEMENTARY ME'mOD PRIVATE PRIVATE 
5. Simple and Yes. Yes. Yes; Yes. Most Yes. Most Yes 
concise foot- are are 
notes e:x;plei.n- rather rather 
ing funiamen ~ technical technical 
tal. 
' 
6. Su plemm- No. No. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Few 
tary material Suggested (One solo All solo duets 
supplie:i or solos at for each material. no 
accounted for. close of instru- solos. 
each ment) 
lesson. 
7. Exercises Yes. Yes. None. Yes. None. None. 
playabJ..e by (Since this 
all instru- is a private • ments. method, none 
could be ex-
pected. 
8. Theory Yes. Yes. Yes. No Yes. Yes. Yes. 
lessons. Several Only in ac1ll.a1. 
llnlSiC foot or lessons. 
tests. no.tea. 
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is also missing in two of the methods (Belw.i.n and Rubank.) The qual-
ity of the pictures in the other methods are rather poor as a whole 
due, in several cases no doubt, to the difficul:cy' in printing. Pic-
torial presentation of these positions is oftentimes very helpful to 
the teacher. Fingering charts are contained in all methods as would 
be expected. Some are less ccnfu.sing than otrers. Two (Belwin and 
Easy Steps) are not complete. Exercises for the developnsnt of fin-
gerings are evident in all of the methods. Footnotes are also founi 
in all of the books. Soroo, however, are rather too technical, espe-
cially those in the private method books. The Belwin Met.boo uses 
a mmbering system whereby a l1llli:>er is placed after each ~w technique 
or funiamental corresponding to an e:xplanation of that technique in 
the back of the book. 
On the whole, provision for rupplementary material is neglected. 
Four of the methods contain some provision for such material in the 
fonn of several solos or duets; however, only one (Klose) provides any .... 
appreciable amount of material an:i one other (Rubank) suggests appro-
priate solos and ensenbles at the close of nearly ev-ery section. 
As might be eJ!Pected, neither of the private methods gives any 
exercises which can be played with other instruments since they are 
rooant primarily for private instruction. Other than duets, the Rubank 
methoo. cootains no ensemble material or full bard studies; this method, 
however, is also interxled for homogeneous grouping or individual 
wolk. 
Theory lesoons, stated as such, are contained in only one method 
(SYB Method.), but, provision for lmowledge of the rudiments are 
found to some extent in all. Two (Rubank and Easy Steps) provide 
for theozy only in footnotes. 
Summary of Table g: 
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The first feature listed in Table II is the correct starting tone. 
Using ttopm'lt G as the correct tone ( See note at bottom of Table II) 
only two of the six methods comply with this criterion. All of the 
metoods evaluated contro.n the funiamantals presented in a logical 
manner. In the SYB method the progression of the material is somewhat 
too rapid; adequate time for assimilation is not given before other 
new fimianentals are presented. In the Rubank metl1od the lack of ex-
planation would likeJ.y present a handicap. Except for the SYB and 
IG.dse method.s, which are over-technical in explanation of fundanentals 
am have nearly inadequate amounts of easy material, the methods are 
very well an-anged in teachable order. 
Five of the six methods indicate freely, preferred fingerings 
whmever these fingerings are i ntroduced. No such indication is given 
in the Klose method. A table of altered fingerings, uncommon except 
to professional performers, is given in the nose method. In both the 
Easy Steps book arrl the SIB metbxl alternate fingerings for third 
space c, and fork-fi~erings for B natural and F sharp ltlich are very funda-
mental fingerings, are not given. 
Footnote arrangement in all of the books is satisfactory with 
the Belwin systan of numbering being pe:rhaps the best. ( See e~lana-
tim of Table I.) pp. ~ and 2). 
Summaiz of Table g: 
Table III dealing with motivating devices shows that on'.cy three 
of the methcxis gives aey sort of historical infomati.on oonceming the 
TABLE II 
LOGICAL ARRANGEMENT OF CONTENTS 
FEAIDRE TITLE: : METHOD BOOK . 
BELWIN EASY :mJBANK SIB KLOSE LANGENUS 
ELEMENT.ARY STEPS ELEMENTARY METHOD PRIVATE PRIVATE 
1. *Correct Yes. No. No. Yes. No. No. 
starting tone. 
2. Thorough Yes. No Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. 
and logical definite Dotted Lack of Progres- Very 
presentation lesson notes eJ!:l)lan- sion of thorough 
of the fund- numbers intro- ations, material explan-
amentals. are duced a hand- appears ations. 
given, rather icap. too 
allold.ng early. rapid. 
teacher 
more 
freedom. 
3. All mater- Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. 
ial progress- Progress- Some Divided 
ively arra~ed ion lack of into 
in teachable rather easy ma- five sections. 
order. rapid. terial. 
*It has bem the author• s experience that the con-ect starting tone, to insure the most satisfactory 
reml ts, should be "Open" G. Since no fingers are used to secure this tone, the only problems are those 
of embouchure and breathing; this gives the student the easiest way to produce a tone. Other starting 
tones introduce new problems at the outset. 
"" I\) 
TABLE II ( Continued) 
FEA'lURE TITLE: METHOD OOOK 
• BELWIN EASY RUBANK SIB KLOSE LANGENUS 
EL™ENTARY STEPS ELEM]NT.ARY METHOD PRIVATE PRIVATE 
4. Preferred Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. No. Yes. 
fingerings Some Some Table 
freely indic- alter- alter- of 
ated. nate nates altered 
fi~er- not finger-
ings not given. ings 
gi. ven. given on 
P• 50. 
5. Simple and Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. 
concise foot-
notes explain- I , 
ing the f\un-
amental.s. (See 
Table 1., No.5) 
FEATURE 
BELWIN 
ELEMENTARY 
1. Hi~to:iy of None 
the instrument. 
Pictures, etc. 
2. Musical Yes. 
and melodious 
exercises. 
. 
3. Supplemen- Yes. 
tary material. 
SoJ.os , ersem-
bl.es etc. ( s~--
Table I. 1~0 .6) 
TABLE III 
PROVISION FOR INTEREST 
AND MOTIVATING DEVICES 
TITLE: ME'IHOD OOOK 
EASY RUBANK SYB 
STEPS ELElWTARY MEl'HOD 
None None Yes 
S-oory of 
clarinet 
with 
pictures. 
Yes. Yes. Yes. 
Abun- Tunes not Well a--
dance of given un- dapted to 
easy ma- ti.l the skill 
terial. 12th les- being 
son • taught. 
Yes. Yes. Yes. 
8 nice Only one 
duets, solo. No 
may be other 
used as exclusive 
solos. material. 
KLOSE LANGENUS 
PRIVATE PRIVATE 
Yes Yes 
Evolution Histo:cy 
of cl.ar- only. 
inet 
given. 
Yes. Yes. 
Very few 
familiar 
pieces. 
Yes. Yes. 
All 
duets. 
TABLE III ( Continued) 
FEA'IURE TI'.ILE: METHOD IDOK 
BELWIN EASY RUBANK SIB KLOSE LANGENUS 
ELEMENTARY STEPS :ELEMENTARY ME'llIOD PRIVATE PIUVATE 
4. Interesting Yes. Yes. Yea. Yes. Yes. Yes. 
am stinula ting ' Eacll les- But te?Xis 
procedures. son is to be too 
arrr-nged technical 
progres-
sively. 
in approach. 
- -- .. 
5. Exercises Yes. Yes. None. Yes. None. None. 
playable by 
all instru-
ments. 
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clarinet. Familiar tunes are often thought of as one of the bases 
for music education . The exercises contained in these metoods, except 
for the private methods, are to a large degree based on familiar tunes. 
An abln::lance of easy material is founi in the Easy Steps book. The 
SYB method awlies the skill being taught to familiar mlodies very 
adequately as contrasted to the Langenus method which relies very little 
on the familiar tune but manages never-the-less to supply some veey 
tuneful exercises worthy of interest to the srudent. Supplementary 
material is discussed in the paragraphs concerning Table I. 
All of the rethods contain rome interesting and stimulating pro-
cedures; however, some contain more than others. In the Eaey- Steps 
methcx:l each lesson is arranged progressively beginning with whole 
note exercises in nearly f;'lery lesson. The Klose method detracts from 
its inter est by being too technical in approach. The Rubank method 
would be perhaps more :interesting if footnotes were more widely used . 
A veey close., thorough search of the six methods iniicates very 
competent editing. No typographical errors are noted. A IIUDDer of 
ink blots are noted in t he Klose and Langenus methods due, no doubt, 
to the cµality of paper which is not as high qiality as the others. 
Fingering charts for four of the methods are complete and 
accurate though the SYB chart tends to be confusing because it is 
crowded. The charts in 1h e Belwin and Easy Steps rethods are not 
complete, giving on]s' one fingering for each tone in most cases. 
The footnotes, as iniicated before, in two of the books (SYB and 
Klose) are concise but far from simple since they are stated in highly 
technical tenns. 
The price as shown in Table IV is the retail price of the student 
FEAWRE 
BEilvIN 
ELEMENTARY 
EDITING 
1. Typograph- None. 
ical errors. 
2. Accurate Not . 
fingering complete 
charts. 
3. Simple and Yes. 
concise £oot-
notes. 
OOST -
4. Retail .85 
prince ( student 
book.) 
TABLE IV 
PHYSICAL MAKmP 
TITLE: ME'lHOD BOOK 
EASY RIJBANK SYB 
STEPS ELEMENTARY MEl'HOD 
Nom. None. None. 
Not. Yes. Yes. 
comple t e . But the 
Drawings chart is 
might be crowded 
better. which 
makes it 
confus-
ing. 
Yes. Yea, rut Concis E: 
. too few. but not 
simple. 
.85 .15 .85 
KLOSE LANGENUS i 
PRIVATE PRIVATE 
None. None. 
,, 
( Yes . Yes . , 
Concise Yes. 
but not 
s impl e . 
l 
: 
Complete 
$3.50 
Part I Part I 
$1.75 $3.00 
FEATURE 
BELWIN 
ELEMENTARY 
DURABILITY 
5. Wear under . Fair 
constant use 
and handling. 
( Good) Fair, 
Poor. it 
6. Biniing ani Medium 
cover. paper, 
stapled. 
7. Grade of Good. 
pap er. { Good, Printing 
£air, poor) is light. 
TABLE IV ( Continued) 
PHI'SICAL MAKEXJP 
TITLE: METHOD BOOK 
EASY RUBANK SYB 
STEPS EL:rMENTARY METHOD 
Good Good Poor 
Heavy Heavy Ve-ry 
paper, paper, light 
stapled. stapled. paper, 
stapled. 
Go<xi but Good. Good. 
a large Excellent 
number of printing. 
specks in 
paper. 
KLOSE LANGENUS 
PRIVATE PRIVATE 
Poor Fair 
Thin Medium 
pcPer sewn paper, sewn 
ani glued. and glued. 
Better bind- Better indi-
ing iniicated cated for 
for price. price. 
Good rut a Good. 
a large mun- Some ink 
ber of ink blots. 
blots are in 
evidence. 
FF.ATURE 
Mt¥-~~~V EASY STF.PS 
GENERAL 
ATTRACTIVINESS 
8. Suitable Yes. Yes. 
design. 
9. Lesson Exe. Exe. 
arrangement. 
(Excellent, 
Good.) 
10. Color of Red, Blue 
cover. blue, and 
yellow. brown. 
TABLE IV. ( Contimai) 
PHISICAL MAKEJP 
TITLE• 1"1t.'THOD BOOK .
RUBANK SIB 
EI,J.MF.m'Al?V' METHOD 
Yes. Yes. 
Exe. Exe. 
two-tone Blue 
Blue and 
cream 
KLOSE LANGENUS 
PRIVATE PRIVATE 
Yes. Yes. 
Good. Exe. 
skips 
aroum a 
great 
deal. 
Grey and Natural 
marron. yellow and 
bla<k. 
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book as of 1950 and which has changed negligibly as compared to costs 
of other teaching materials . 
Durability is indicated by the rating, good, fair or poor as 
observed in ac-tnal use during the past f' our years and from discussions 
with other instructors. One of the weakest points of all the methods 
is the binding itself. A more durable binding is desirable even though 
it might mean a slight increase in cost. The grade of paper seans good 
in every case with ink blots occuring frequently in the two private 
methods which indicates that in all prooability this paper may not be 
cpite as good. Printing in the Bel.win method is rather indistinct. 
On the 'Whole the methods are attractive both in content and color 
as well as in design with the exceptions noted. 
Twenty-three separate feaiures are noted in the four tables with 
duplication where certain fea-tures are applicable un:ler a different 
heading. Of these twenty-three, tha Bel.win method showed the need for 
improvanent in sevEn; Easy Steps, nine; Rubank, seven; SYB, nine; Klose, 
nine and Langenus, four. The feature of having exercises playable by 
all instrwrents was not considered for the Ruban.k meth:>d or the two 
private methods, Klose an Langenus. 
Summary ani Conclusions: Thrcugh the s-nidy of the methods with the 
resultant evaluation, using the basic criteria as defined by Nonnann 
arrl by Prescott and Chidester, several conclusions may be drawn with 
respect to the :instrumental methods of toda;y. 
First, it might be noted from looking over the four tables, that, 
on the whole, all of the methods have a great deal of merit. The only 
serious faults which wer~ brrught forth are several basic errors in 
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the finger~ charts -which should be corrected. Also a basic instruc-
tion book mould, as shown in the criteria, have a complete fingering 
chart. This was lacking in two of the methods. 
Though rome of the methods appear better than others in comparison 
to the criteria, all can be recomended as usable and satisfactory if 
utilized by a teacher who understands their limitations and if they are 
employed for their intended purpose. Private methods are not recommended 
by the autoor for other than individual instruction though some teachers 
might have satisfactory results using them in a homogeneous class. 
Second, a great deal of research goes into the making of text-
books and of instrumental method books as well. Sound principles are 
followed am na, ideas built upon these principles are ccnstantJ.y being 
intrcxiuced. For this reascn, the informed instrumental teacher will 
constantJ.y be looking for sanething better. He must keep abreast of new 
devel.opmants in order to give his students the best instruction of which 
he is capable. 
Most of the methods, with the exception of one, have been in exist-
erx:e for at least ten years. (The Klose method though copyrighted in 
1946 has been in use for over twenty years.) Several new rethods have 
appeared in the past year which may be worthy of ex:amination by the 
teacher. They are the Three-Way Method published by Leeds Music Co., 
The Boosey-Hawkes method published by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. an:i the 
New Belwin Method by Gekeler and others. 
More provisions for motivation might well be included in all 
of the methods such as recording listings, pictures ani improvement 
in lesson arr~ement with more easy material included. 
PART '!WO 
CHAPTER VIII 
A GUIDE FOR THE TEACHER OF 
ELEMENTARY CLARINET 
The author's e,q:>erience in teaching both private and class in-
strumental music has shown that, in order to save time an:i. to secure 
uniform results, oome standardization of procedure is a necessity. 
The reteaching often necessary for advanced students of the clarinet, 
resulting primarily from poor basic instruction, is shocking and 
allrays a ti.me-consuming process. From the large number of students 
with whom the author has cane in contact who have shown a decided 
la~ in the fumamantals basic to good ?larinet playing it is assumed 
tP.a t there is a widespread lack of lmowledge as to the proper approach 
to the teaching of beginning clarinetists. The Guide proposed in the 
following pages is a plan to be followed by the instrumental instruc-
tor in training elanaitary clarinet students. 
The Guide is presented in what is hoped to be a clear am concise 
manner. Logicality and convenience in the order has been stressed. 
Supplementary material will not be listed in the Guide itself but a 
basic list of studies will be listed in the Appendix. 
Each page of the Guide is divided into three sections, headed: 
The Pupil, The Teacher and The Method Book. Um.er these headings 
will be listed skills to be acquired by the pupil, suggestions for 
the teacmr, and the correspoaling page nuni:>ers in the six :roothods 
evaluated in Part I of this study. The material oontained in the 
Guide will be dividai into two sections readed by a specific am 
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in each case. The mater-lal :included, that is the skills to be ac-
quired, is intended to cover a period of three to siX months depending 
upon the capabilities of the s-rudent and the muooer of lesson periods 
available each week. No attempt is made to set any exact period of 
time fer any of these accanplishloonts. 
I • 
THE GUIDE 
Aim: To become familiar with reed :instruments especially the clarinet. 
THE PUPIL: 
Techniques and 
skills acquired 
1. Learning the clar-
inet fanily. How the 
clarinet is used both 
in orchestra and band. 
2. Comparison of clar-
inet tone with other 
instruments. 
J. Learning the histo-
ry of the clarinet. 
4. Leaming the clar-
inet. 
THE TEACHER: 
Methods arJi Procedure 
The story of the clarinet is :interesting 
historically as well as useful. in estab-
lishing interest. 
Either recordings or ac1llal perfonnance 
by the instructor a-e desirable to secure 
adequate concept of talc by t:00 sbldent. 
See: Sachs, His tary 2f Music al Instru-
ments. Brief histories are often given 
in the front of the method book. 
A pre-class clinic is ruggested. At 
least one dq can be pro.titably spoot in 
explaining the enbouchure an:i tt"ying out 
the s1lldent on the clarinet mouthpiece 
to detennine advisability of study. 
The clarinet embouchure is a controver-
sial subject. Much has been written on 
the subject. Napola:m Cerminara, prom-
inent clarinetist describes the single 
lip enbouchure: The mouthpiece is placed, 
reed down, on the rim of the lower lip . 
The lip should rest just where the mouth-
piece fac:ing begins 1 that is where the 
reed begins to separate .from the lay. 
Inserting the mouthpiece the lower l.ip 
rolls back to fonn a narrow cushion over 
the teeth. The lip should overlap the 
THE ME'JROD: 
Title, lesson 
aixi page number. 
nose: P• 7 
Lan: P• III-IV. 
SYB: Fingering Chart. 
( Story of clarinet.) 
(Suggest Sonata in E-flat 
maJ or by Brahms recorded 
by Kell Mercury LP MG100l6) 
Easy P. 1 
SYB op. P• 17 
nose p. 8 
Langenus P• VIlI 
THE PUPIL: 
Techniques and 
skills acquired 
5. Learning how to 
assemble the clar-
inet, nanes of parts. 
THE GUIDE (Continued) 
THE TEACHER: 
Methods and Procedure 
teeth only slightJ.y, and a portion of the rim 
should be clearly visible below the reed. The 
upper teeth rest directJ.y on the mouthpiece. 
The exact depth to which the mouthpiece is in-
serted depends upai the plEzy"ers mouth forma-
tion, and upon the length of the mouthpiece 
lc\V• ••• with the mouthpiece in position, the 
lips should contract with a uniform, elastic 
pressure chiefly from the sides. There nust 
be no presrure f rom t he t eeth or movement of 
the jaw, ei. ther of which will prevent the 
r eed from vibrat ing freely .15 
Parts: Mouthpiece, mouthpiece cap, ligature, 
reed, barrel joint, upper or left-han:i joint, 
lower or right-hand joint and bell. 
Assemble as follws: Place barrel joint on 
upper joint; place lower joint on upper joint 
being very careful of bridge k ey mechanism; 
place bell on lower joint; mouthpiece is 
asserrbled by loosening ligature, moistening 
reed arxi replacing reed {for beginners it is 
wise to place the reed um.er the ligature 
rather than vice versa in order to save the 
tip of the reed) after assembling the mouth-
piece it is then placed in the barrel joint. 
Clarinet is now ready for tone pro:luction. 
THE METHOD: 
Tit.le, lesson 
and page 1'lll.llD er. 
Langenus: p. VI 
Klose P• 7 
15cerminara, Napoleon, "The Clarinet Embouchures" brochure published by: Kenosha, Wisc.: 
G. Leblanc Co. 1950. 
THE PUPTI,: 
Techniques and 
sldlls accpired 
6. Learning to care 
for the clarinet. 
7. Holding the clar-
inet in playing posi-
tion. 
THE WIDE ( Continued) 
nIE TEA.ClIER: 
Methods and Procedure 
Care is essential to keep the clarinet in 
playing condition. Freq.ient :inspection 
should occur. Any mi.nor adjustment should 
be mde by the teacher.. Major repairs 
mould be ham.led only by a canpetent re-
pairman. 
(See Do' s am. Don' ts for Clarinets in 
Appendix) 
The clarinet is supported to a large degree 
on the em joint of the right tlumb. This 
joint is placed mider the th.uni> rest. 
Teaching the stment to balance the clar-
i.m t on the thunb may add to bis confidence. 
The te:idency is to put too much of the thUlllb 
un:ier the thunb rest. This must be avoided 
to insure facility of finger action. The 
:fingers mst be curved and, tone holes are 
covered with the fleshy part of the finger 
slightly back from the tips and de£ini tely 
not the tip. Relaxation is important an:i 
may be serured by having the s'b.ldent put 
the instrument aside am shake the wrists 
vigorously ( such as when you are flinging 
water :from your hams) for several seconds. 
Fingers nust be kept close to but no cover-
ing the tone holes in order to secure facil-
ity in exerution. 
{See suggestion on playing over break p.l) 
THE MEI'HOD: 
Title, lesson 
an:l page m.uri:>er. 
Bel.win Page 2 
Klose P• 8 
Belwin P• 2 No . 9 
Easy P• l, P• 4. 
SYB op. P• 17. 
Klose P• 7 
Langenus P• VII 
THE RJPil.: 
Techniques and 
skills acquired 
8. Posture, and breath 
support. 
THE GUIDE ( Continued) 
THE TEAcmJ:R: 
Methods an:i Procedure 
CoITect posture is a necessity on any instru-
~nt. Sitting erect with both feet touching 
the floor and chin slightly raised should be 
stressed. This positi.on should not be stiff, 
however, rut in a relaxed manner. 
Proper breathing is necessaiy to produce a 
beautiful tme on the clarinet just as it is 
necessary for a fine voice. Support oomes 
£rem the lllllBcles aIXi sinews supporting the 
lungs called the diaphragm. Development of 
proper action of this mscle is necessary 
for proper breathing. 
A good exercise to mow the correct action 
of the diaphragm is to expel the air from 
the lllngs by in a continuous now, saying 
the letter s thus: s-s-s-s-s-s-s-t When 
all the air or nearly all the air is e:xpel-
led the pull on the diap~ may be felt 
to a great degree. Tm student should ne-
ver exhale oompl etely but should have a re-
serve on hand in order to have the neces-
sary support for pianissimo passages. 
:Emphasis on breathing cannot come too oftent 
THE METHOD: 
Title, lesson 
am. page nunber. 
Belwin P• 2 
Easy P• 3, 4 aDi 6, 7 in 
footnotes. 
Rubank P• 6 
Klose P• 8, 14 
Langenus P• 9 
'llIE FUPIL: 
Techniques and 
skills acqiired 
9. The attack. 
THE GUIDE ( Continued) 
THE TEACHER: 
Methods and Procedure 
Proper production of a tone is dependent 
upon go<Xi tongue action or "attack.111 
In zoost cases it may be advisable to have 
the student produce a tone withrut using 
the tongue. Pronounc~ the syllable "RAH"' 
is effective. After tb3 stuient is able to 
produce a satisfactory tone With:>ut the 
tongue, the attack should be taught. 
The tip of the to~e en the tip of the 
reed is the easiest ~lanation of clar-
inet tcnguing. The at.tack :iB accomplished 
by rcpicD.y withdrawing the tongue from the 
tip of the reed. PronomlC ing the syllable 
11TUH" or ttTEE" may be very eff ecti. ve in 
teaching the attack. 
R~mber, an1¥ the tip of tb3 tongue is 
used. The tongue may be curled so that 
tonguing is accomplished nearly unier-
neath the tip of the taigue. This point 
should be emphasized. 
Cerminara s~s: Two motions are involved-
the forward proj ecti.on of the tongue, aqd 
its recoil to normal playing posi ti.on.16 
l6cerminara, First Principles of Tone Production Leblanc. 
'll!E MEI'HOD : 
Title, lesson 
an:i page nuni>er. 
Easy P• 2-3 footnotes. 
SIB op. P• .17 
Klose P• 8 
Longerus P• IX 
THE PtJPJl,: 
Technicp.es and 
skills accpired 
THE GUIDE ( Continued) 
THE TEACHER: 
Methods and Procedure 
Scp.eaks or the clarinet will natural~ result 
at first. If, however, correct embouchure and 
attack is -taught this will dissapear rap:idly. 
If squeaks occur frequently ai'ter correct 
embouchure and attack have been taught and 
emphasized for a short tiioo several things may 
be happeni1'€. Failure of the reed to be suited 
to the lay (Lay :is that part of mouthpiece upon 
which reed lays) that is, too soft or too stiff. 
Leaks may ocoxr due to faulty pads, bent keys 
or other mechanical failures. These leaks will 
cause the clarinet to squeak or become very 
difficult to blow. 
THE METHOD: 
Title, lesson 
an:i page nwnber. 
THE GUIDE ( Continued) 
AIM: To attain rudimentary pla;yi.ng ability on the clarinet. 
THE PUPIL: 
Techniques and 
skills acquired 
1. Learning first tones 
starting with opm G and 
others: F, E, D, C. 
2. Leaming -oo read llnl-
sic. 
3. Leaming ability to 
plq and count si.mul ta-
neously. 2/4, 3/4 and 
4/4 meters; quarter, 
half, whole notes arrl 
the corresponding rests 
along with dotted rotes 
THE TEAOIER: 
Methods axl Procedure 
These. tones may be learna:i by rote or begun di-
rectly in the methcxi book. Open G is used as a 
starting tone because fingering is no problem 
since no .fingers are used. Other teachers may 
want to start on other ten es and may produce 
satisfactory reailts. If the stu:ient is taught 
to balance the clarinet on the thunb at the 
start, very little di.fficult will occur when 
starting with open G. 
Many students will have leamai this already 
and fo.r them it will be review. However, some 
will have to start fran the begirming. Comple-
ted recognition and mastery , of the letter names 
of notes must be stressed.1 Reading ahead will 
assure easier sight-reading. 
Counting is one of the rudiments of musical 
training. 
Counting aloud, am tapping the foot should be 
used at first with enphas:i.s placed on learning 
to count mentally without these "crutches.• 
THE METHOD: 
Title, lesson 
ani page IlUili> er. 
Balwin P• 4 
Easy steps PP• 2-7 
Hubank p. 2 
SYB PP• 2-4 
10.ose P• 9 
Langenus p. 1 
Learning to read is a 
oontinous process through-
out any ne thod book. There 
fore, no page numbers are 
gi.ven. 
Belwin PP• 4-13 
Easy PP• 2-10 
Ru.bank PP• 2-ll 
SYB PP• 2-6 
10.ose PP• 3-15 
Langenus pp. 1-8 
THE PUPIL: 
Techniques and 
skills acquired 
4. Ac41- iring ease 
in playing •over 
the break.• That 
is from the chalu-
meau or throat re-
gister to th-. clar-
ion axxi vice ver-
sa. 
5. Becoming ac-
quainted with the 
key signature. 
( See appendix for 
key circle-Major 
keys only\) 
THE GUIDE ( Continued) 
THE TEAOIER: 
Methcxls arrl Procedure 
Once the reythmic problems are erased to a large 
degree, the. other rudiments become a matter of 
time. 
Introduction to the metronome is advised at this 
point. 
F~ers held close to the tone holes should be 
emphasized from the beginning. This along w.i.th 
correct ham position should elimi.na te many of 
the problems of playing over tre brea.1( in regis-
ters. No movement of enbouchure can be allCIW'ed 
in oroer to secure oonstant intona ti.on in all 
registers though later differe~es in lip pres-
sure can be taught so that 111favoring 8 the pitch 
of a tone can be accomplished. 
Memorization of the key of C ani tre first fl.at 
key, F ~ am the first marp key, G,
1 
should be re-
cµired. Key circle provides an easy way of re-
membering key signa:tures . 
THE MEl'HOD: 
Title, lesson 
and page number. 
Bel.win PP• 18-21. 
Easy PP• 12-18 
Rubank PP• 12-16 
SIB PP• 10-20 
Klose PP• 16-17 
L~enus pp.4:.3 
Belwin PP• 20-21 
Easy begin p. ll 
Ru.bank PP• 8-32 
SYB begin p. 16 
Klose PP• 4-5 
Langenus PP• 12-28 
'lHE PtJPil,: 
Techniq.ie s and 
· skills acquired 
6. Articulation 
7. Dynamics 
8. Solo perform-
ance ..:Or the groo.p. 
IDE GUIDE ( Continued) 
T'nE TEACHER: 
Methods and Procedure 
Learning what a slur is should be stressed fairly 
early to properly orient the tongue in rel.ation to 
the embouchure. Combinations of' an::l tongued 
slurred notes are innumerable. 
This should be taight in connection with proper 
breathing. The namas of dynamic signs may be 
taught a few at a t:une. 
Solo performance cannot be accanplished too early. 
Each student should play at least a few maasures 
alone at each lesson. 
THE MRLHOD: 
Title, lesson 
and page number. 
Belwin frgm P• 14-15 
Easy begin P • 18. 
Rubank from P• 25 
SYB from p. 10 
Klose from P• 10 
Langenus from p. 1-2, 13 
Belwin P• 23 
Easy P• 16 
Rubank P• J..4 
Klose P• 5 
Langenus p. 34, 51-53 
SYB P• 16 
Belwin P• 16 
Eaf\Y" P• 28 
Rubank PP• 24, 34, 42 
SYB P• 8 
Klose pp.15, 113-119 
Langema PP• 37, 43. 
\J\ 
I\) 
THE RJPTI,: 
Tech.niq.t.es and 
skills acquired 
1. Review of funda-
mentals . 
2. Alternate and 
chroma tic finger-
ings. 
3. Eighth notes. 
THE GUIDE 
AIM: To secure further playing ability on the clarinet. 
THE TEACHER: 
Methcxis ard Procedure 
Progress of the pupil must be evaluated at inter-
vals. An acillal test may be given with ensuing 
grades. 
Amount of practice should be decided upon by the 
student w.i.. th the degree of proficiency resting 
to a great extent upon him. 
These fingerings are listed in any complete fin-
gering chart. Consultation with a competent 
clarinetist will insire the preferred fingering 
which are sometimes not listed. 
Sulxliv-lsion of the beat should be relatively sim-
ple if a proper conception of whole , half and 
quarter mtes and their rests, has been taught. 
Down-up, denoting foot-tapping ani other devices 
may be used at first. 
THE METHOD : 
Title, lesson 
arrl page nunber. 
Belw.in: Review material 
covered thus far. 
Easy: Review material 
covered thus far. 
Rubank: Review material 
covered thus far. 
SYB: Review material 
covered thus far. 
Klose: Review Part I 
Langenus: Review first 
50 pages 
Belwin: P • 35 
Easy: P• 7( and 22 
Rubank PP• 39-40 
SYB P• 12 
Klose pp. 5o, 124-125 
Langenus P • 81 
Belwin P• 32 
Easy P• 22 
Rubank pp . 29- 31 
SYB P• 18 
Klose from p . 17 
Langenus PP• 9, 14 
v,. 
\,) 
'llIE PUPIL: 
Techniques and 
skills acquired 
4. Dotted eighths 
followed by six-
teenths and dotted 
quarters followed 
by eighth notes. 
ill a breve or 
•cut" time ( 2/2) 
5. Memorizing of 
the first four flat 
keys ro.d the first 
four sharp keys. 
6. Other meters: 
6/8, divided 6/8, 
3/8 and 12/8. 
7. Learning a solo 
with acoompaniment 
by memory. 
'llIE GUIDE (Continued) 
'llIE TEACHER: 
Methods and Procedure 
Building the dotted notes from units ruch as 
"the dotted eighth is the sane as three six-
teenths tie:i togetherD will greaily simplify 
an:l secure more accurate playing of the dotted 
rhythms. 
Again the teacher can fall back on the key cir-
cle as a mamozy aid. 
Transfer to other of the woodwinis should prove 
very satisfactory at t hi.s stage of instruction. 
If clarinet is continued private study with a 
competent teacher is beneficial. 
See appendix for mpplementary mterial. 
THE MElHOD: 
Tiile, lesson 
a.rd page nuni>er. 
Bel.win PP• 31-32 
Easy PP• 21, 25 
Rubank PP• 18-20, 33 
SYB PP• 20-22 
Klose P• 21-30 
Langm.us p. 42 
Rubank pp. 28, 37 
SIB P• 27 
Klose 51-74 
Langenus PP• 79-80 
Easy P• 7/ 
I Bel.win pp. 33-34 
Easy P• 24 
Rubank PP• 21-24 
SIB pp. 25- 26 
Langenus pp. 26, 21-30 
APPmlDIX 
SUPPL»lENTARY MATERIAL 
Methods and Studies: Available from most publishers. 
Baermann ••• •• Celebrated Clarinet School 
Bell ism • • • • . Scales ani Chords 
Bodegraven • • • • Clarinet Method 
Cavallini • • • • 30 Caprices 
Kroepsch ••••• Studies 
Lamrus • • • • • New am Modem Clarinet Method 
Pares •••••• Daily Technical Exercises 
Reinecke • • • •• Foumation to Clarinet Playing 
Rose • • • • • • • 40 Studies 
Catalogs containing ruitable solo and ensemble literature 
are made available by most music p.iblishers. Several of 
these are: 
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Balwin, Inc., Rockville Center, Long Island, New York 
F.ducational :Music Bureau, 30 East Adams St., Chicago 3, m. 
Carl Fischer, Inc., 62 Cooper Square, New York 3, N. Y. 
Neil A. Kjos Music Co., 223 West Lake St., Chicago 6, Ill. 
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CARE OF '!HE CLARINET 
l) The otmer of a wood clarinet should invest in a bore oiler. Sweet 
oil or regular bore oil may be purchased for this purpose from most 
music dealers. Use cnJ.y a little oil. The protection given to the 
wood by a light application of oil will often save it from cracking. 
Do not oil metal or oomposition clarinets. 
2) Protect the wood instruioont from excessive dryness, heat or sudden 
change in temperature. It is a good idea to wrap the clarinet case 
with several thicknesses of newspaper when talcing it out in very 
low tEl!lperaillres. 
3) Keep the instrumoo.t clean by swabbing it out each ti.Joo it is used. 
Check the tone holes freq,iently and renave accum.D.ations of dirt 
with a s:>ft cloth wrapped arou.al a SIJBll piece of wood. Take off 
the hole with a pipe cleaner. Occasionally clean the co:ric joints 
with cold cream atd apply a fresh coating of cork grease. Occa-
sional.ly place the mouthpiece in a glass of vinegar overnight; then 
wash off with lukewarm (never hot) water and dry with a soft cloth. 
4) In putting a clarinet together watch the bridge keys carefully so 
that th EU will not be bent or broken off. 
5) Oil the key mechanism bearings once a month with a needle dipped 
in fine oil. 
6) All rings should be kept tight, otherwise the instru~nt may crack 
when it is put together. If it is not convenient to send the in-
$I\I1Jlent · o a repair shop, the offeniing ring may be t.ightenea but 
placing a thin d.otb ewer the joint and then driving the ring on 
with a raJ1bide mallet, cutting awrq the excess cloth off before 
driving the ring on all they wa:y. 
7) If the Ekin of a p.rl is brokm it should be replaced i1111ll'?diately 
as it will lealc. If the pads stick they m~ be clean Erl lli. th a 
bent pipe cleaner dipped in benzene.17 
17Tba Care and Repai r of Instruments, Osmw:d Gihle, Too Instru-
mentalist, 1-iq-June, 194 7, p . 40. 
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D0 1 S AND DON' TS FOR CLA.RI:NETS 
DO: 
1. Keep your clarinetr-both the instrument a'ld the mouthpiece clean 
at all times. Use .! clean, ~ swab--wool or chamois--~ ranove 
moisture fran 1hebo re. ( Even meta'.r clarinets should be swabbed 
outt) use a clean soft cloth to wipe off finger-marks and per-
spiration f'rom the keys. The acid from y ou1 fingers will cause 
tamishing far more rapidly than expow.re w air. Wipe out your 
mouthpiece with a oof t cloth, being careful of the tip of the mouth-
piece. 
2. Use bore oil sparingly. Too nn1ch can be as dangerous as too little. 
3. Take your clarl.net appart after using and store it safely in its 
oase . Place a snall piece of camphor ar silica gel iL1 your case 
to aboorb mois'b.lre and help prevent tarnl.. shing. 
4. Watch the 11connection" key when assanbling the upper aIXi lower 
joints. 
5. Check for loose rings before assembling. Use~ grease regularly. 
OON1 T: 
1. ~ assenble a clarinet w:i. th loose rings, cracking may resultt 
2. ~ attenpt to :tiorce if two joints fail to fit together. 
3. Don't attanpt to rock a joint that it too tight. The leverage 
will easily crack the tenon socket of an ebonite or plastic ins-
trument. 
4. Don't attempt 1x> make your a,,n adjus1lnents to the key ~chanism, 
If bi.ming occurs, use a light, non-sticking oil. 
5. Don't remove the mouthpiece without first taking off the reed am 
ligature. You'll save a lot of money on reeds in this v83't 
6. Don't 1 eave your mouthpiece lying abcut unprotected. A worn facing 
ordiipped si.de or tip can ruin a llJ)uthpiece permanently. 
7. Don't sterilize your mouthpiece w.i. th scalding or hot water. Use 
oiuy"°varm water or you may warp the facing. 
8. ~ let anyone else pla;y on your llJ)Uthpiecet. 
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